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1.  Portable Fan                    2.  Tote bag                    3.  User manual

1. Package list

4.  Power 5V 2.1A       5.  USB Cable           6.  Water bottle      7.  Dishcloth

2. Place the batteries
Fan included 6 pcs 18650 batteries, Cell capacity is 15600mAh.
Users can change batteries by themselves, battery capacity up to 21600mAh.

1. Push with both hands clockwise.  
2. Remove the battery cover from the finger buckle.

4  The positive and negative poles of the battery correspond to the mark,   
     Insert the batteries and install the battery cover.

This relates to the contacts, 
specifically the positive contact. 
Button top batteries will protrude 
slightly, whereas flat top batteries 
sit perfectly flush.

Flat Top vs. Button Top

3  Choose the Button Top battery



3.  Open the fan

4.  Fan height: 40 ~ 105cm

3. Adjusted up to 185°

1. Put your fingers on the upper 
    of "Open" then push up.

2. Push up to vertical

4. Rotate down until the compact state

105cm

40cm

Desktop Stand

Before - After
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5. Parts introduction

Shake head

Timer

Lamp on/off

Wireless charging 

Spray

Input: 5V 2.1A

Output: 5V 1A



6. Mobile powerbank

Charged two mobile phones at the same time
Output 5V 1A

7. Wireless charging

1. When the battery indicator is green, put the mobile phone    
    on the wireless charging location.
2. Press        button if no light is on.电

量
 5

0%

The battery indicator will on when working, will go out after 33 seconds 
if the light is off and the fan is off.

Input 5V 2.1A

When charging the fan, the green 
light keeps flashing, and 4 green 
lights are on after full charge.

The green light keeps flashing means
1 The phone is far away from the wireless charging location
2 The mobile phone does not support wireless charging 
3 The power is too low for wireless charging  

Green light indicates that phone is charging normally.

If the mobile phone support wireless charging. 
The sensing part of the mobile phone is aligned with the 
wireless charging location for the highest charging efficiency. 



3. Water tanks capacity: 70ml, press
    "Spray" to spray for 10minutes once,  
    can spray about 16 times.

9. Spray
1. Pull up the cap of the water tank

2. Inject pure water without 
     impurities, can add a little of 
     perfume, then press the cap tightly.

8. Brightness and Angle of Light

Gentle lighting, opaque on the back

Adjusted and stopped

 Press "Lamp"          button to switch brightness

1 High    2 Medium    3 Normal   4 Off



11. Specifications
Fan have 6pcs 18650 li-on batteries, total 15600mAh

Charging time：              DC 5V 2.1A 8 hours

Product weight:               1.3KG ( included 6pcs batteries)

Spray:      To spray 10 mins once, full water can spray for 16 times

Working time of only the lamp is on:
High: 100 hours    Medium: 150 hours   Low: 225 hours

Working time of the fan is working only:
1 Level: 38 hours                 1 Level and Shake head: 25hours

2 Level: 20hours                  2 Level and Shake head: 16hours

3 Level: 12.5hours               3 Level and shake head: 10hours

4 Level: 20hours                  4 Level and Shake head: 16hours

Wireless charging time:  iPhone 12 charging time is around 4 hours

10. Shake head and Timer, Wind speed

Timer     
The green light will show the time level. 
0.5, 1, 2, 4 hours

Shake head
90°C rotation

Wind speed
1 Level: Gentle wind    2 Level: Medium wind 
3 Level: Strong wind    4 Level: Natural wind
When adjusting wind speed, green lights 
means wind speed level, turn off after 3s.

Press fan on/off then fan leaf blade 
rotation, press it again to stop



1  Turn off Fan

2  Raise the lamp

3  CCW remove the fan mask

4  Clean fan mask, leaf blade and frame

5  Clockwise to install the fan cover

12. Clean fan

13. Folding storage

3  Hide telescopic rod 
    and fixed rod in the slot

2.  Rotate the fixed rod   
     upward to loosen

1. Turn off fan and lamp, adjust the
    lamp to the original position and the 
     telescopic rod to lowest.

24cm

4  Press the fan body to 
    down

14cm

Before - after


